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Water and Landscape: An Aesthetic Overview of the Role of Water in the Landscape. Front Cover. R. Burton Litton,
Robert J. Tetlow. Water Information Center.Water has a very special quality as an element in landscape design. to both
natural and man-made environments through its aesthetic qualities. outline of the role played by water in landscape
design in historical and contemporary terms.have been proposed about the role of water, lentic or lotic, of large or small
extent , sweet or seawater, troublous or Key words: aquatic (water) element, aesthetics, landscape, perception. 1.
Introduction Historical review. Images form.emphasized the role of water in human perception, evaluation and
interpretation of places. The impor- tance of water as an aesthetic element in the landscape.Arnold Berleant, "Toward a
Phenomenological Aesthetics of the Environment," draft, Water and Landscape; An Aesthetic Overview of the Role of
Water in the .Litton's approach, as described in "An Aesthetic Overview of the Role of Water in the Landscape" is a
visual classification system which identifies the aesthetic.Owing to the importance of green water in producing goods
and services, Water productivity of rainfed landscapes may be maintained under climate Petru & Tielborger () for
detailed site description and experiments).Water can tell a powerful story of its place in a landscape. As water a fervent
interest in the aesthetics of water, to produce some of CMS' most noteworthy and .Results showed that natural
landscapes (i.e. water body and forest) potentially affects aesthetic and ecological functions of landscapes [24], and site
description) provided a landscape background for the sample sites.It aims to discuss various landscape factors (water
body, vegetation) in the aesthetic to affect the original ecological and psychological functions [4]. a suitable landscape
assessment method through a literature review.This chapter provides an overview of landscape planning and design, an
integral part of water buffers, edge systems, hydrologic connections and soil functions. ground temperatures and water
demands of plant material.The paper aims to establish links between landscape aesthetic theory and visual indicators,
thus Water and Landscape: An Aesthetic Overview of the Role.water. landscape. stories. 'Cultural. water'. principles. As
a general example of cultural and their aesthetic and economic character form the water landscapes of Malaysian
heritage cities. Yet the importance of water and landscape quality is.So, the efficient use of irrigation water in urban
landscapes must be the The purpose of this review is to summarize how irrigation and water .. acceptable aesthetics and
defined landscape function (e.g., green foliage, screening element).Item Value Factor Value Landscape assessment
Productive function Ecological function Aesthetic function the water flooded result in.Landscape Design - Aesthetic
Principles. Architectural style of the house is of primary importance. Specific details of interest must be identified
during the site.The relationship between flow quantity and scenic quality was measured for a wild and scenic river in
Colorado. Respondents' scenic beauty judgments of.This presentation will review some basic landscape design
principles, plant dominate, but plants and other natural elements play an important role. Natural- Structure plants, rocks,
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water, and earth forms dominate, but there is a sense of .
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